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I. THE PHASE III EXPERIMENT: MAIN OBJECTIVES 

The Phase III experiment and main objectives have been reviewed on 
pg. 1 of the 12th Research Report. They have also been described on pp. 3-4 
of the original proposal for this 1969-1974 effort. As a result, they wi 11 
not be repeated here. 

Progress with regard to Phase III has been reviewed in erp Research 
Reports No. 10, 11 and 12. The following wi 11 cover the period from 
September, 1972 through August, 1973. 

II. HIGHLIGHTS AND OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH EFFORTS AND FINDINGS 

A. fireliminar'.,. analyses which bear upon the main Phase III objectives 
were reviewed in last yeatts summary report. Those analyses have been 
updated during this past year. The principal findings are: 1 

1. Status I youths (i .e., wards seen as needing an initial period of 
institutionalization) who began their treatment within the CTP 
residential facility are performing considerably better subsequent 
to initial release to parole, when compared with Status I youths 
who started within the community proper. 

2. Status II youths (i .e.~ wards seen as DQt needing an initial period 
of institutionalization) who besan their treatment within the erp 
residential facility are performing only slightly worse than 
Status II youths who started within the community proper. 

Further details may be found on pp. 11-27. 

lCrlterion measures included, but were not limited to, rate of offense 
behavior per month-at-risk (i .e., on parole, in the community). 

-1-
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These findings seem to be of relevance to a 10n9-standi~g placem~nt 
issue which many practitioners regard as being less than entirely obvIOus 
in the majority, if not large majority, of cases: Which :ouths wou~d best 
be placed into which types of setting, or pro~ram? In this connection, 
two specific observations may be offered: {i} Status 1 youths who were 
inappropt"iately placed are performing considerably worse than those who 
were appropriately placed. However, in the ca~e.of. S~atus 2 youths 
.JlQ......lib!b.~tantij;l] dLfferem;.M. are observed between I ~dl VI dua 15 who wer~ 
inappropriately placed and those who were approprlat~ly place~. ThIS raises 
the possibility that an initial placement within an Inappropriate or less
than~optimal setting might make more of a difference to ~tatus 1 youths .. 
than to those diagnosed as Status 2. The latter may be ~n a better pOSition 
to cope with, and make the best of, an environment of thIS na~ure. . 
(2) l!:l.rumJ:QQrLste1v placed Statys 1 youths (RC's) are performing substantially 
vrorse on parole than inappropriately placed Status 2 youths (CRl s ). However, 
appropriately placed youths (RRls an£ CCIS) are performing about equally 
wel1--1 .e., regardless of status. In other words, inapgrqgriate 0; less
than-optimal placement may be likely to accentuate or activate variOUS 
differences which, relate to the personal or interpersonal liabilitle~ on the 
part of Status 1 as vs. Status 2 youths. On the other hand, appropriate 
or closer~to-optimal placement may be more likelY to h~lp of~s;t or moderate 
cartai n pre-exi sti ng di fferenc,es in thei r level of cop, ng abl I, ty. 

B. 

In sum the main flndings-to-date from the 1969-1974 experiment suggest 
that careful diagnosiS and appropriate placement of indivi?uals may lead to 
a reduction of delinquent beha~lor--or. conversely, to a hIgher rate of 
success~-for residential and community-based programs 91ike • 

One additional point. The eTP approach seems applicable to a.broader 
range of offenders than those which were studied in 1961-1969: ~rlefly, 
~lt CQU(t commitments have presented few if any special operatIonal problems, 
or, for that matter, diagnostic problems. Their trea:ment-andGcont:ol 
requirements differ only slightly from those of Juv~n! Ie Court cornml tments 
who fall within the lo~and-older age range. In addItion, CategQc¥~ 
youths have presented no diagnostic problems and few serious or unus~' 
operational problems. Nevertheless, their parole performance has yet to be 
evaluated in detail. 

s.-.)me encouraging progress has been made toward the goal of distinguishing-
by means of a paper""and-pencil approach--relatlvely successful from relatively 
unsuccessful eTP experimental males. Using offense behavior during parole as 
the principal outcome measure, a number of distinguishing characteristics 
were observed with respect to scales comprised of selected Jesness Inventory 
items. As part of this sub-study. certain important methodological 
considerations were brought into focus. -Further detal Is may be found on 
pp. 27-35. 

C. An extensive review of the construct validity and reliability of CTpis 
interpersonal maturity framework was conducted earlier this year. The 
resulting 62 page report was sent to NIMH in May, 1973. Maio fiDdi~gs: 
(1) ~jth reference to the coys~ruct yalld!t~ of the I-level system maturity 
conti nuum frame of reference» I t seems qUI te appropri ate to conclude that 
the 12 + 13 + 14 sequence represents a valid way of describing a relatively 
generic, cognitive-developmental progression which can be observed within 
the real world, and which has been measured and described along a number 
of wel1~recognized (albeit often complex) dimensions. If the 12 and 13 
levels were to be combined into a single grouping, and if this new grouping 
were then to be contrasted with that of the 14 level, the above conclusion 
would seem to be even more clear-cut. This is apart from the fact that 
certai? re:inements in the I-level system need to be. and are b~ing, marle. 
And thiS, In turn, is apart from the definite possibi lity that there may be 
yet another, more precise and/or even more effective approach to (a) describing 
the 'socio-psychological' development continuum or continua as a whole, and 
at the same time, to (b) pinpointing a number of factors and forces which ' 
appear to play key roles in either promoting or hindering the development 
in question. I (2) I-Jevel reliability: Based upon the review in question 
it appears likely that (a) more rigorous/more clearly operationalized ' 
approaches to the rating of youths, when taken together with (b) more 
sophisticated approaches to the analysis of data, would result in a 
noticeable (though probably not marked) improvement over what already seems 
to be a fairly respectable situation with regard to I-level reliability. 
There is obvious room for improvement at the level of subtypes (certain 
subtypes in particular)-·although even here, the levels of rellabi !ity 
which have been obtained are by no means low. Within this particular 
area, reliabi litfes could, at any time, be raised above their present, 
s~~raJl~ satisfactory level via a combination of particular SUbtypes-
e.g., the Cfc + Mp and/or (particularly) Na + Nx subtypes. 

D. Two manuscripts were published in professional journals during 1972-1973. 
The fi rst (1I~1atchl ng ell ent and Treater 1 n Correcti ons", by Ted PC) lmer) 
appeared in SQc:aJ WQ.ds., 1973, J.§., No.2, 95-103. The second (liThe Uti lity 
of Community-Based Group Homes for Delinquent Adolescent Girls " , by 
Estelle Turner and Ted Palmer) appeared in the J. of the Amer. Aead. Qf 
kb.~, 1973, E., No.2. 271"291. 

FRO other manuscripts were recently accepted for publIcation. The first 
(llPsychological and Ethnic Correlates of Interpersonal Maturi ty", by Eric 
Werner) is to appear in an early 1974 issue of the Brit. J. of CriminolQgy. 
The second, (liThe Community Treatment Project in Perspectlve ll

, by Ted Palmer) 
is to appear in the Y~tb Autb. Qyarter)~, 1973, 26, No.3. 

J See: Palmer, T. A developmental-adaptation theory of youthful personality. 
Part 1. Cali fornia Youth Authority. Community Treatment Project Report: 
1969. No.2. ( m I meo ) 
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Approximately 14 - 18 months ago, Psychiatry and the Amer. J, Qf. 
OrthQPsychiatr~ expressed interest in manuscripts which had been submr tted 
by Ted Palmer. However, Or. Palmer chose not to follow up on these 
particular manuscripts because of new findings which ~egan to em~rge shortly 
after the manuscripts had been submitted. These findlngs--especlalty th?se 
which related to a 48-months post-discharge followup--seemed to subs~ant,ally 
modify the overall 'effectiveness' picture which had been described In 
connection wi th eTP. In light of this and still 9J;h~r: analyses which have 
been completed during the past 10-12 months, the findings for Phases I and II 
now seem to be relatively 'complete', 'mutually consiste~tO and, gener?lly 
speaking, 'in order', As a result, it nO\>J seems approp~late to resu?mlt.~t 

ri rf • ... +- +-l... .... h""'u.-. -~,""""-- t - TL i S Wi t t modified and possibly expan .... e- manuscr:p,,- \.0 \,.lfe QlJVVC JVUIIIC,;:). III Q 

be done during the first few months of the upcoming project year. 

E. With reference to the non-residential, ~QmmynitY-locate? comPfonent 
of CTP~Phase III, systematic and relatively detailed monitorIng 0 

treatment processes and treatment products continued on a full-scale 
basis throughout 1972-1973. Prior to the close of 1972, methods vlere 
developed which ~llowed for a marked quantitative a~gmentation of the . 
previous monitoring sample, whi Ie not at the same tl~e ~dver7elY aff~ctlng 
the quality of the data pool as a whole. Progre~s WIthin thIS ar:a IS • 

briefly reviewed on pp. 35 a 36; and, further detal15 can be found I" AppendiX A. 

F. Observations of the CTP residential settipg (Dorm 3) were continued 
throughout 1972-1973. Viewed in perspective, the ?ata which.ha~e been 
collected since 1969 wi 11 provide a basis for detal led descrIptions of 
CTp1s residential setting at each of three levels of inclusiveness and/or 
depth: (a) dailY activities and program c?mpone~ts, as coded s~par~telY 
for each youth in residence; (b) Moos SOCial Climate scale-ratings. 
(c) day~by-day, subjective accounts of dorm activ~tiesJ atMOsphere, themes 
and 10n9~term trends, as observed by CTP's full-time, dorm-located researcher. 

G. £.h.Mes 1 and II of erp: Further Study. A wide range of analydses were
2 carried out between 9/72 and 7/73

t 
with reference to the Phase 1 an Phase 

experiments (1961-1969, inclusive). The main areas that were covered 
included: costs; effectiveness; matching; temporary detention. Involved 
in this effort were updated as well as new types of analyses, Although 
large quantities of staff time were required, the effort, in retrospect, 

"'4-

seems to have been \~rthwhj Ie. Collectively, these analyses related 
dIrectly to stated objectives of Phase rII. Individually, they contributed 
to the empirical basis of CTP's lengthy and detailed written response to a 
critical review of the Phase I and II efforts. by Or. Paul Lerman. I 

Some of the basIc findings on I~' we,re as follows: Durfng the 
early years of CTP (1963 prJ ces) the average Youth Aut;~orf ty career for 
each l."Iard was $L,lli less expensi ve "'It thi n the tradi tt ona 1 program .... 
$5 g734 vs, $7,180. During a more recent period (1971~72 prices). the 
average career cost difference was $~: $14,327 for Controls; $14.580 for 
Expedmentals. This amounted to $66 per year, or 18¢ per day. ~The greatly 
increased costs within b.Y.t.b. prograrils were a refiection of iinormaJI'. . 
i .e. g p~tiorn~lde, increases in salaries, cost~of-Jlvlng, etc. '-The fact 
that costs increased more within the traditional program than 't.fithin CTP was 
largely related to the greater relative amount of time which the Control 
youths I..-Iere spending within the eVA's increasingly expensive .. to-operate 
institut.ions, beginning in the middle and later 1960 l s.) Since the above 
fIgures do not include "aBita] oy,t]A'l expenses, the rut.ersl1 "per ward 
career costs" \'JOuJd be a few hundred dollars hi gher for the tradi tiona1 
program than for CTP. The dt fference between CTP and the tradt tl.ona 1 
program would be further increased if ooo"'CY,A corrcct.jgnal wst,s. for unfavorable 
dischargees ~~re take" into account. Here, it may be recalled, a greater 
percentage of Controls than Experimentals had received an unfavorable 
discharge; and, half of all such individuals were sent directly to a State 
Oi' Federal prison. Further datal Is appear on pg. 36. 

The following may be noted with regard to f~ff~Gtix@ne~', After 
twelve years of rather lengthy followups and contlnuously expanding sample 
sizes, the evidence-~and resulting picture~-whlch has emerged seemS to be 
characterized by a substantial amount of 'convergence l with respect to 
the subject of overall effectiveness. In this context, 'convergence' has 
reference to the general consistency which s~ems to exist across the various 
criterion measures which have been utilized. -In brief, the overall 
effectiveness pfcture is: (1) The 1961-1969, intensive community-based 
approach (CTP) did appear to be more effective than the tradi tiona' program 
in the case of 'Neurotic' and, to a lesser extent, 'Passive Conformist' 

lDr. lerman's review was the result of an independent study which he carried 
out in 1971. largely by means of a site visit and a review of published 
Project reports. 

2To be sure. some of these measures may be thought of as 'old; and/Qr less 
~efined while others CBn be described as 'new' and/or more refined, 
Collectively, however, they appear to represent a rather comprehensive set 
of indices. 



youths. On the other hand, it was comparatively ineffective with regard to 
'Power Oriented' youths. This set of findings applied, not only to the 
period of eYA jurisdiction, but to a four-year period which followed the 
termination of that jurisdiction (in the case of favorable dischargees). 
Neuroti c. Passi ve Conformi st, and Power orr ented YOllths compri sed 53%, 
14% and 21% of the 1961-1969 male study sample, respectively. (They comprise 
74%, 10% and 10~ of the 1969-}974 male study sample.) Regarding all subtypes, 
!;QJ1~ctiyeJy:l, Boys who participated in the erp program performed substantially 
better than those wi thi n the tradi tiona I program--at leas t duri ng the tWo-to
four year, typical duration of their Youth Authority jurisdiction. Reflected, 
here, were indices of youth .1u:JbayiQr:--and not simply changes in attitude. 
In addition, in relation to the former type of index, the factor of Idifferential 
(or ;discretfonaryi) decision-making' had been held constant. Further deta; Is 
appear on pp. 39-45. 

H. Figures which bear upon the Phase III research design are presented in 
Tables 1 - 4. Distributions for each of six youth-subtype groupings are 
shown, separately by: Status and assignment combination (Tabie 1); matched 
vs. non-matched parole agent assignment (Table 2); ethnic status (Table 3). 
While it is clear that overall case intake has been much lower than originally 
projected, Tables 1 and 2 indicate that it has nevertheless been possible 
to balance the various experimental groupings in essentially the manner 
which was called for In the basic research plan, for the purpose of specified 
intergroup comparlsons. 2 

Table 4 shows that the five Status I youth-groupings (Groups C, D and 
E, in particular) are turning out to have much the same subty~e composition 
which was suggested in the Phase III proposal. 

lThis includes four relatively rare groups-~hjcht collectively. comprised 
the remaining 12% of the 1961-1969 sample. 

2The issue and imp 11 cati ons of low case intake were presented in CTP I S 

Research Report No. 11. pg. 10. It seems evident that the experiment is 
proving fruitful In spite of this particular limitation. 
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Table 2. Distributions of Matched and Unmatched 
Youths, for Six Diagnostic Groupsa 

Diagnostic You ths Ma tched Youths Not Matched 
Group Wi th Agent Wi th Agent 

Aa+Ap 1 (1 %) 1 (2%) 
Cfm B (7%) 11 (23%) 
CfC-H~p 11 (10%) 4 (9%) 
Na 35 (31%) 8 ( 17%) 

Nx 52 (46%) 22 (47%) 
Se+Ci 7 (6%} 1 (2%) , 

Total 

2 ( 1%) 
19 (11 %) 
15 (9%) 
43 (27%) 
74 (46%) 

8 (5%) 

Tota 1 114 (71%) 47 (29%) 161 

Includes all youths who entered CTP prior to 6-30-73. 

-8-

a 

Table 3. Distributions of White and Non-White 
Youths, For Six Diagnostic Groupsa 

Diagnostic 
Group Whi te Non-Wh i te Total 

,,---., 

Aa+Ap 1 ( 1%) 1 (2%) 2 ( 1%) 

Cfm 7 (7%) 12 (21%) 19 ( 12%), 
Cfci-Mp 4 (4%) 11 ( 19%) 15 (9%) . 
Na 34 (33%) 9 (16%) 43 (27%) 
Nx 57 (55%) 17 (30%) 74 (46%) 
Se+Ci 1 (1 %) 7 ( 12%) 8 (5%) 

Total 104 (65%) 57 (35%) 161 

Includes all youths who entered CTP prior to 6-30-73. 
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IIi. SPECIFIC ANALYSES, REPORTS AND ACTIVITIES: SUMMARIES AND REVIEWS 

1. Parole Performance of Phase III Youths. One of the major features 
of CTP Phase XII is a desIgn whIch allows for ~n evaluation of the 
effects of approprIate ancl lnapprbPriate placement of cases upon Intake 
to the project. As of the begtnnfng of 1973, 48 percent of the total 
s~le were diagnosed as individuals for whom the appropriate InItIal 
piac~ant was CTP's residential facIlity. All other cases were thought 
to be able to arfjust ad 1equately with hVll11edfate re;Y'ease to parole and 
with placement beginnirlg ,either at home~ !n a fost~r setting, or In a 
temporary group home filet lIty. Wh@ther any case actually begins his erp 
experience in residencf9 or within the community is determrned by factors 
completely Independent of the appropriate placement diagnosis applying 
to the youth: Random drawIng plays the central role In any youth 4,s 
Initial placement. Thus, the design of the project Includes four 
experimental groups, e~ch defined in terms of appropriate placement 
(residential or communIty) and actual placement (agaIn, residentfal or 
c~~unfty). These tw() dlmansions--whlch are referred to as status and 
assf~~ent, respectiveJy--are defined as follows: • 

S tat\IS R: CTP experl ence shou I d, i deall y, 
begin with piacement In the 
residential facility. 

Status C: CTP experience should, ideffiily, 
begin with plac~nt In the 
community. 

Assignment R: CTP experience actually begins With 
placement in the rasldentlal facility. 

Assignment C: CTP experienc?! actuaUy begins with 
placement In the community. 

T~e four experimental groups are ther~fore defln~ in terms of the 
four ioglcsliy possible combInations of these factors • 

,1 7'~ , . 
In this section, abbreviations (e.g., RC or RR) which are used for the four 
combinations of the status and as~fgnment variables always refer to the ~ 
designation first and the ~JWrult deSignation second. Thus, RC represents 
one or more youths w&1o "shouldH have begun in residence but whOp in fact, 
bragQn within the community. 'rhe three remaining experimental groups CIIre 
r~prssented as RR, CR, or ct. Collectively, CR and CC youths will be referred 
to Sl$ .s..tatus C youths; RC and RR will be referred to as Status R youths. 
Collectively, RR and CR youths will be referred to as Assfgnment.R youths; 
RC and CC wfll be refe~red to as Assignment C youths. These conventions are 

foB 10wad throughout the present section • 

"11-



CTIl's four status and 35sfgm'tent g~Ol£p~ were monItored with '"'tHph. 

to alV ofhns0s which had resulted In suspension of parole. revocatIon uf 
parole, court r~comm'tmant, adjudicated court referral to CTP, and/or 
unfavorable transfer from the Project. This analysis covered thm tlma~ 
p@rlod from 8/15/69 {i.e., the start of' Phase III Intake} to 12/30/72. 
An youths who entered CTP prior to 12/30/72 were included in tile follow ... 
up, elnd theIr offense behavior was monitored to this date. This represents 
an updating of experimental ~roup resu1ts which were reported in CTP's 
12th (1972) Research Report (pp. 12-23); toose results represented 
experience with the four status and assignment groups through 10/15/71. 
The present results are thus based upon an increase In both the number of 
cases studied and in the length of time cases were exposed to th~ Project. 

It should b~ notad that offense bahavivr, and related legal as well 
as administrative dispositions, may occur both befo~ and ~ter an 
Assignment R youth is initially released to parole. Separate anaiyses 
wer~ completed for each such phase of these youths I CTP experience. That 
f5~ the offense behavior of Assignmant R youths was analyzed in relation 
to two distinct phases: (a) prior to initial paroie-release to the 
community (during their residence within the CTP dorm); and (b) subsequent 
to r~ 1 ease from the CTP dorm. 1 

The ValidIty of Status DecisIons. Table 5 presents data on the 
question of the validity of status decision making. Specifically, given 
comparable envtronments (in this case, the CTP dorm) and no prior treatment 
or control, do status R youths do less we" (as predicted) than ~tatus C 
youths12 Nearly all indicators in the table show the former group to be 
dti':tng less well than the CR's. The number of offenses per youth. the 
proportio~of youths having one or more offense. number of offenses per 
pre"parol t ri sk month, and the mean rato-of-offendl ng"~cd 1 are more 
fmvorable for the CR's than for the ~RI5. (The deflnttlon of the rate~ 
or-offanding variabje is given in footfiote £ of Table 5.) The difference 
between the groups in terms of the prOportion ~f cases with one or more 
offense approaches statistical significance (X ~ 2.00, df = 1, 
.10< p < .20). The point biserial correlation bab/een group membership 

1The rationale for the decision to analyze offense data separately for the 
prlor-to-parole end subsequent-to-parole phase of eTP treatment is described 
in footnote 1. p. 13 of the 12th Research Report. 

2The other half of thIs question of validity involves a comparison of the 
ftC and CC groups while tn the cOPirnunity, and is dea'it with In a subsequent 
part of this sectlon o 
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~nd rate of offendIng is .27; 1 thls suggests that individuals within the 
OR group perform more satisfactorily than those wlthl" the RR category. 
Th~ two groups appear more simIlar wIth rospect to mean pre-parolo rIsk 
fAOnths to fIrst offense, dIfferIng In this regard by about one-half a 
month (favor I n9 tho RR group). Fi na 11 y, there Is C1l def In ltl!l tendency 
for thes offenses f n whi ch RR youths were I nvo i vaG to $Xceed those of 
the CR groups In terms of degree of seriousness. The offenses in question 
are lrsted ba.1ow, together wIth thaIr fraquency of occurrence. 

...IDL 
receiving stolen property (1) 
attempted kldn~p (1) 
auto theft (4) 
possession of restricted dru~s (3) 
battery on a pollee officer (1) 
shopliftIng/petty theft (2) 
involuntary manslaughter (1) 
lntoxlcatlon (2) 
unauthori~adlcarry'ng of gun (1) 
burglary (2) 
att~ted murder (l) 

-9L 
drunk driving (1) 
auto theft (3) 
drIving wIthout a license (1) 
burglary (2) 
assault on police officer (1) 

The status decision made with regard to each case Is not merely a 
clinical and subjective method of assessIng the same factors which are 
represented In the usual base expectancy score. This Is shown by the fact 
that the correlation of .27, cited above, does not drop In value when base 
~pectancy Is statlst'cal~y held constant by ~ns of partial correlation. 

The second aspect of the question of the validity of status decision
making invclvGs the comparison of RC with CC cases. These two groups are 
comparabie in thG sense of being Inltlal1y ~posed to the same eYA env&ronment e 
and having experienced no prior treatment or incarceration at eTP; yet they 
differ in terms of statM!. If status declsion-maklng Is valId, CC cases should 
p@rfcrm better on p~ro10 than RC cases. Table 6 permIts a test of this 
questIon ~nd shows that RC youth do much less well than CC cases. For one 

l For purposes of computIng this ~nd all other point biserial correlations 
discussed in the present section, the variables Involved were coded or 
reflected so that larger coefficIents could be interpreted 85 comprising 
positIve support for the hypot~fzed or expected relationships and 
smaller values could be Interpreted conversely. 
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thing, they exceed the latter group by 20 percentage points In terms of 
pe~cent of youths h~vlng one or more offense during the fotlowup period 
(X 12 3.16 D df Il3 1 D .05 < P < .10}. Latency to fl fst offense and offenses 
per month at risk also show the CC group to have adjusted more satisfactorily 
th~n the RC group. With regard to seriousness of the offense of the two 
grQUps, hov4ever, the CC group appears to exceed the RCls. Together with 
their frequency of occurrence, the offenses in question are listed below. 

_.!&.. 

burglary (7) 
auto theft (9) 
mailcious mischief (1) 
batterw (1) 
possessIon of concealed weapon (1) 
resfstlng arrest (1) 
possession of restricted drugs (3) 
posssssion of stolen property (2) 
strong armed robbery (1) 
runaway (1) 
ki dnspp I og ('1) 

.s.L 
auto theft (15) 
burglary (8) 
pass. of dangerous ",/eapon/ 

carrying concealed weapon (2) 
possession of restricted dru~s (2) 
assault to commit robbery (1) 
assault with ~ deadly weapon (3) 
forgery (2) 
traffic violations (1) 
manslaughter (1) 
disturbing the peace (1) 
illegal entry (1) 
purse snatch (1) 
armed robbery (1) 
driving under influence of narcotics 

The point biseri~l correlation between group membership and rate of 
offense on parole is .47. This value drops to .45 when base expectancy is 
partl~IJed out. Thus, as with the already discussed comparison of RR and 
tR youths prior to parole, the present contrast suggests that status decisions 
are drawing upon offense-related factors, and that these decIsions evidently 
do Hgat at" fQctors which are not represented in base expectancy sc:ores. 

~ EffGcts of Residential Programming_ Table 5 shows substantial differences 
betwGen the CR Qnd RR groups prior to parole. If the porlod of incarceration 
and institutional programming which is thought to be necessary for the RR 
group actually did have the desired effect, then the differences between the 
~roup5 prior to parole should be significantly minimized subsequent to parole. 
From ill mathodological standpoint. th's is a difficu't issue to handle. Prior-
1!:o"'pat"o i e tr€!lClltment and control with f n the res t dent i ill I fad H ty does not 
occur wlthl" some con~tant perIod of time applicable to each case--aftar which 
poInt 8utomattc release takes place. Instead, a selection process occurs 
whereby youths are granted parole when staff believes them to be ready for this. 
If only the "best" of both groups (CR and RR) are paroled in time to be 

included In a followup such as this, minimal ~ost-parole differences in 
performance might simply be the effect of a lIftlter·jngll or selection 
process. Such results would not demonstrate the effectiveness of treatment 
independent of p~role-granting decisions. 

What Is needed Is a community foltowup design for all CR and RR cases-~ 
Le., a desIgn which, in effect, "waits" for the p.Jrole-=delay process to run 
its course. Such an analysis wIll be possible In the final year of CTP 
(1973··1974) wt\(;n this condition is actually met. At the present tIme, the 
closest we can come to this design Is to restrict the community or subsequant
tOn'paro 1 e fo 110wup to representat f va samp 1 as of CR and RR cases J a J 1 of whom 
had been granted parole prior to the terminal followup date of 12-30-72. The 
differences In offense behavior of these samples prIor to parole can then be 
c~T~ared with such differences subsequent to parole. To implement such an 
analysis, use was n~de of a study sample developed for purposes of.· CTP's 
1972 Research Report to NIMH. The ~-to-parole performance of these ~R 
and CR cases is represented In Table 7 , reproduced from page 15 of the Fall, 
1972 Research Report. Number of offenses per youth, proportion of cases 
with one or more offense. and number of offenses per pre-parole risk month 
ail indicate that the ~ are performing better than the ~, as expected 
and consistent with Table 5. The difference In the p~oportton of cases with 
one or more offense begins to approach significance (X ~ 1.37, df Q i, 
.20< P < .30). The CRls, however, have a shorter latency to first offense t 

averaging three months less than the RR's. This is a result of the fact 
there were only four offenses in the CR group--one of which occurred only 
t~~ weeks after the offender had first entered the project. Thus, the mean 
latency value, based only upon the number of cases with at least one offens~ 
(in this Instance i four), was excessively influenced downward. Table 5 shows 
that with the increase in sample size and fotlowup time, this latency difference 
between the RR8 S and CR's becomes negligible. 

With the exception of two RR and three CR youths who left the project, 
it was possible to follow these early samples within the zPmOOuni~ to determine 
the extent to which their pre-parole differences disappeared as a result of, 
or in connectIon with, their resIdential experience. Results are shown in 
Tab'e 8. little difference can be seen between the unbiased RR and OR samples. 
Moreover, the small differences which are apparent indicate that the previously 
(i .a., prior to parole) poorer performing .BR.::i. are perfo,·mlng slightly better 
than the~. However, the differen~e between proportions of cases with one 
or more offense Is not signlflcant (X m .08, df m 1, .70 < p < .80), and the 
correlation between group memb'ershlp and rate of offending is only -.05. 
little, If any, difference is apparent with respect to the seriousness of the 
offenses engaged in by members of the two groups. "fhese offenses are listed 
below. 
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Table 1. AnalysIs of Offenses OccurrIng Prlor to Initial Release 
to Parole, for CTP D Phase III ¥~iesa 

.-:,,,,".~"',",," 

8/)5/69 - JO/15/7J 

Experimental Group 

RR CR 
1. Number of youths 25 23 
2. Total pre-parole rIsk months 176.7 128.9 
3. Number of offenses 10 4 
4. Number of offenses per youth .40 .17 
5. Proportion of youths having or more offenses .32 • '7 ... 

6. Mean pre-parole risk months to first offense 5.4 2.4 
7. Number of offenses per pre-parole risk month .06 .03 
8. Mean months between CTP entrance and 10-15-71 cutoff 13.2 12.9 
9. Number of pre-parole risk months per youth 7.1 5.6 

'--.------ -

8 For this analysis, "offense" includes one or more of the following: 
adjudicated court referral to CTP; unfavorable transfer from CTP. 

court recommitment; 

" 

Tabla 8. Analysis of Offenses Occurring Subsequent to Initial Release to 

Parole, for CTP Phase III RR and CR MalesB
: (Includes only those 

cases represented In Table 5 of 12th Research Report.) 

8/15/69 - 12/30/72 

b Experimental Group 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Number of youths 

Total post-parole risk months 

Number of offenses 

Number of offenses per youth 

Proportion of youths having 1 or more offense 

Mean post-parole risk months to first offense 

Number of offenses per postwparole risk month 

Mean months between release to parole and 12-30-72 cutoff 

9. Number of post-parole risk months per youth 

10. Proportion of total postcparole time not spent in communIty 

11. Median rate of offending C 

12. Mean base expectancy 

RR CR 

23 20 

337.6 292.4 

23 26 

1.00 1.3 

.61 .65 

5.6 6.7 

.07 .09 

19.5 20,6 

14.7 14.6 

3.4 4.4 
I 

I .06 .08 

482.4 516.6 

aFor thIs analysis, an "offensell was defined as any del inquent act which resul ted In at least one of the following: 
revocation of parole; court recommitment; adjudicated court referral to CTP; unfavorabl,e transfer from CTP; 
suspension of parole. . 

b No category B cases are Included In this Table. 

CRate of offendIng is the variable generated by dIvIding the number of offenses of any youth by the number of 
post-parole risk months during whIch they occurred. 
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J 

RR 

possession of stolen property (1) 
~rmad robbery {4} 
arson (1) 
~u.ftrglary (2) 
potential for violence (1) 
gr~nd theft (1) 
under the lnfluence of drugs {2} 
onto~lcatlon (1) 
possession of restricted drugs (6) 
auto theft (2) 
drtving under influence of alcohol {1} 
~~~iclous mischief (1) 

receiving stolen property ,(3) 
armed robbery (2) 
battery on a police officer (1) 
burglary (5) 
potential for violence (1) 
assault with a deadly weapon (i) 
possession of concealed weapon (2) 
resisting arrest (1) 
possession of restricted drugs (2) 
auto theft (2) 
driving under influence of alcohol (1 
petty theft (2) 
whereabouts unknown (3) 

It would thus seem that although selection factors are opel-ative in 
determining when any youth is paroled, these factors work together with 
residential programming in such a fashion as to improve the relative 
performance of the RR group within the community. 

An Important comparison which is relevant to this assessment of 
treatment effects I s that of Bl\ wi th B.C. cases withi n the cOl'mlunity. The 
~~pect~tlon Is that the Inappropriately released cases (RC) will perform 
l~s$ well on parole than will the approprIately placed RR cases who 
~perlenced the Initial residential placement which they were diagnosed 
@$ neadlngo Data in the first two columns of Table 6 support this 
expect~tion. On the conservative assumption that the RR sample represents 
~ screened group of the best (i.e., least risky or most improved) statos R 
youths, a comparison can be made botween the unbiased or unselected RR 
cases of TabJe 8 and the RC cases of Table 6. The differences r0main 
evident and the dlffer~ce betwaen th~ proport.ion of cases having one or 
lii'lOre offense is rather stgniflcant (X m 6.17, df m 1, .01 < p < .. 02). 
The point biserial correlation between group ~Ibershtp and rate of offending 
is .45. As shown below, the two groups seem fairly comparable In terms of 
offense sevartty. 

.1llL 

possession of stolen property (1) 
armed robbery (4) 
arson (1) 
burglary (2) 
potential for violence (1) 

"20'" 

-B.L 

burglary (7) 
auto theft (9) 
malicious mischief (1) 
battery (1) 
possession of concealed weapon (1) 

grand theft (1) 
under the influence of drugs {2} 
Intoxication (1) 
possession of restricted drugs (6) 
Cluto theft (2) 
drivIng under Influence of ~lcohol (1) 
malicIous mischief (1) 

resisting arrest (1) 
possession of restricted drugs (3) 
possession of stolen property (2) 
strong armed robbery (1) 
runaway (1) 
kidnapping (1) 

Finally, comparison of the community adjustment of £a and ~ cases is 
germane to the question of whether the piacement into residence of youths 
who are thought n2! to require such placement does or does not measurably 
affect their subsequent parole adjustment. On this score, data found In 
Table 6 are inconsistent In the following respects: Whereas the proportion 
of youths with one or more offense shC:»/s CR1s to be doing better than eels, 
the reverse is true with regard to latency to first offense. The-other 
indices sCow no clear differences betw(,en the two groups. However, the CR 
group In Table 6 is a selected sample for the reasons previously discussed 
in connection with the CR - RR parole compartson~ A less biased picture 
would be obtained by comparing the unsEdected CC sample of Ttlble 6 with 
tne unselected OR sample of Table -8. In this Instance, too, results are 
lnconslstent; however, the dtfferences are less marked. For example, whereas 
74 percent of CC cases had one or more offense, 65 percent of CR cases fell 
within this same category. This difference Is not statistically significant 
(X2 m .82, df = 1, .30 < P < .50). It should be noted that the mean number 
of post-parole risk months for the CC group Is 16.9. This value is considerably 
larger than that for the CR category represented in either Table 6 or Table 8. 
Thts sizeable difference could cause the CC group to appear to be performing 
les5 well than the CR's in terms of any performance Index which does not 
explicitly take risk month dlfferentlal~ Into account. Included, here, 
\«luld be (1) number of offenses per youlth and (2) proportion of youths wi th 
one or more offense. Thus, it 1s interesting that median rate of offendln~ 
and number of offenses er stu arole risk month (both of which do consIder 
risk month differentials show Jess difference in the overall performance of 
the groups, an outcome more consistent with expectations. Neither group 
clearly appears to exceed the other In terms of offense severity, as shown 
below. 

receiving stolen property (3) 
armed robbery {2} 
battery on a police officer (1) 
burglary (5) 
potential for violence (1) 

-21'" 

.s.L 
auto theft (15) 
burglary (8) 
possession of dangerous weapon/ 

carrying concealed weapon (2) 
possession of restricted drugs (2) 
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Table 9. Analysis of Offenses Occurring Subsequent to Initial Release to Parole, 

for Matched and Unmatched CTP - Phase XII Hales
a 

B/15/69 - 12/30/72 

1. Number of youths 

2. Total post-parole risk months 

3. Number of offenses 

4. Number of offenses per youth 

5. Proportion of youths having' or more offense 

6. Mean post-parole risk months to first offense 

7. Number of offenses per post-parole risk month 

8. Mean months between release to parole and 
12-30-72 cutoff ' 

9. 

10. 

Number of post-parole risk months per youth 

Median rate of offendlngd 

11. Mean base expectancy 

Unmatched 
Sta tus C 

140/1/41 

599,7/11.5/611.2 

48/1/49 

1.2/1.0/1.2 

.65/1.0/.66 

'7.5/2.9/7 .4 

.08/.09/.08 

19.0/11.6/18.9 

15.0/11.5/14,9 

.08/.09/.08 

212.:0 ____ 

b c 
MatchIng/Status Groups • 

Matched 
Status C 

24/1/25 

~9.0/7 .4/336.4 

21/0/21 

.88/.00/.84 

.67/.00/ .64 

7.4/--/7 .4 

.06/.00/.06 

18.4/7 .41JB.O 

13.7/7.4/13.5 

.07/.00/.07 

535.0 

Matched 
Status R 

42/5/47 

546,6/21.9/568.5 

51/2/53 

1.2/.40-,'.1 

.74/ .40/.70 

4.1/1.8/4.0 

.09/.09/.09 

1B.4/5.7I17.0 

13.0/4.4L'2.1 

.12/.00/ .. '2 

476.6 

a For this analysis, an "offense" 'NaS defin'ed as any delinquent act ..... hich resulted in at least one of the following: 
revocation of parole; court recommitment; adjudicated court referral to CT?: unfavorable transfer from CTP; 
suspension of parole,_ 

bEach cell of this table shows three values separated by slashes. The leftmost value represents Category A cases; 
the middle value represents Category B cases; and the rightmost value represents Category A and Category B cases 
combined. 

CIt should be noted that~-..... ithin the relatively small sample which was available for these matching/status group 
comparisons--there was a partial confo~nding of status/assignment 9rouping with the matchi-ng dimension, Thus, 
e.g •• 64% of the matched Status C cases studied were CC youths (I ,e •• those I-Iho received the prescribed 
placement), whereas 49% of the unmatched Status C cases were CC youths. Conversely.,th~re ~~re differences between 
the CC and CR experi~~ntal groups in tarms of proportion of matched cases. This situation precludes any presentation 
of conclusive statements regarding the separate effects of status/assignment combinations &nd matching, 

dRate of offending Is the varicible generated by dividing the number of offenses of any youth by the number of 
post-parole risk months during which they occurred. 
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--~ 1 Table 10. Analysis of Offenses Occurring Subsequent to Initial Release to Parole, 8/15/69 Q 12/30/72 

for Matched and Unmatched eTP G Phase Xlr Males Classified by Maturity LeveJ Q 

Matching/Status Groupsb,c 

Unmatched Matched Ma tched 
Status C Status C Status R 

12 + 13 14 .12+13 
1
4 12 + 13 1

4 

1. Number of youths 11/1/12 29 5 19/1/20 7/3/10 35/2/37 

2. Total post-parole risk month~ 161.5/11.5/173.0 438.2 101.6 227.4/7 .4/234.8 91.1/13.8/104.9 455.5/8.1/463.6 

3. Number of offenses 10/1/11 38 5 16/0/16 4/2/6 47/0/47 

4. Number of offenses per youth ~31/1.0/.91 1.3 1.0 .84/,00/.80 .57/. 67/.60 1.3/,00/1.3 

5. Proportion of youths having 1 or more offense .64/1.0/.67 ,62 .8C' .63/.00/.60 .43/.67/.50 .83/.00/.78 

6. Kean post-parole risk months to first offense 11.5/2.9/10.4 6.5 9.1 6,3/--/6,3 2.0/1.8/1.9 4.2/.00/4,2 

7. Number of offenses per post-parole risk month .06/.09/.06 .09 ,05 .07/,00/.07 .04/.14/'.06 .10/.00/.10 

8. Mean months between release to parole and 12-30-72 cutoff 15.8/11.6/1~.5 20.2 26.9 16.1/7 .4/15.7 17.0/6.7/13,9 18.6/4.3/17 .8 

9. Number of post-parole risk months per youth 14.7/11 .5/14.4 15.1 20,3 12.0/7.4/11.7 13.0/4.6/10.5 13.0/4.1/12.5 

10. Median rate of offendingd 
.03L09L06 .09 .07 .06/.00/.07 .00/.14/.14 .13/,00/.12 

11. Mean base expectancy 514.2 515,3 564.0_ 2 26 .9 451.1 483.5 

aFor this analysis, an "offense" was defined as any delinquent act which resulted in at least one of the following: revocation of parole; 
court recommi bnent; adjudicated court referral to CTP' unfavorable transfer from CTP: suspension of parole. 

bCertain cells of this table shows three values separated by slashes, The leftmost value represents Cate00ry A cases; the middle value 
represents Category B cases; and the riS~tr.~st value represents Category A and Category B cases combined. 

CIt s~oul<l be noted that--within the relatj"ciy sr..alJ sample which was available for these matching/statu$ group comparisons--there was a 
part'al confc1unciing of status/assigr.mer.~ grouping ~/ith the matching dimension, Thus, e.g" 64% of the. matched Status C cases studied 
were CC YGuri-;s (i .e., those .... no received the prescribed plac~ment). whereas 49% of the unmatched Status C cases were CC youths. Conversely. 
there were differences between the CC and CR experimental groups in terms of proportion of matched cases. This sl tuation precludes any 
p.-esertation of conclusive stater.xol)ts regar-cling the separate effects of status/assignment combinations and matching. 

dRate of offending is the variable generated by dividing the number of offenses of any youth hy the numbsr of post~parole risk months during 
M1ich they occurred. 
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driving under Influence of a~cohol (1) 
burgiary (1) 

~matched Statu~ 

auto theft (2) 
burglary (1) 
assault on a police officer (1) 
auto theft (2) 

Because all status R cases are matched, the third column of Table 11 
is identical with the first column of Table 5, Table 12 presents the 
data of Table 11 after youths have been classified according to I-leval, 
~o stable and 'trustworthy' Interactions are in evidence. 

2. Characteristics of Relatively Successful and Relatively Unsuccessful 
ill ~1;les:1 With an increase in the emphasis upon community-based y.outh 
parole and probation projects there has come an Increased interest in 
understanding the treatment-relevant charstteristics of cases who succeed 
In such programs, and of those who do not. Findings at the Community 
Treatment Project indicate a substantial degree of variation among 
experimental cases in terms of the lavel of nondelinquent adjustment 
achieved. The purpose of this study was to develop a descriptive picture 
of the psychological characteristics of more and Jess successful cases. 

To date, research which aimed at clarifying the psychological correlates 
of crime, deJlllquency, and of treatment-produced movement toward noncriminal 
behavior has not produced the consistent, reliable relationships which were 
sought. Although significant and Important relationships have been found, 
they have most often been disappointingly small. This has allowed for few 
confident descriptive or predictive-statements about the criterion groups 
studied. Correlations in this field are typlcaliy less than .3, and rarely 
account for more than 8 percent of criterion variance. 

It should be noted, however, that most of the statistical research in 
this area has employed analytical models which depend in one way or another 
upon the assumption of homogeneity of criterion group vaijanc~. This 
Involves the idea that the extent of variation on the descriptive variable 
among members of any criterion group (e.g., moderately successful parolees) 
is not significantly different from the varJatfon of any other crlterTon 
group (e.g., very successful cases). " Furthermore, the' correlational approach 
frequen~ly employed relies upon the additional assumption of linearity. 

lThfs is a nontechnical summary of a recent report by Eric Werner. In 
August, 1973, the more detailed, original manuscript was submitted for 
possible publication to the J. of Consulting ~nd Clinical Psychology. 
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1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5" 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Metood 

Pessimism and alienation 
Delrnquently-orJented Impulsiveness and intractabIlity 
DelInquent loyalty ~nd protectiveness 
Delinquent rationalizations 
PhysIcal aggressiveness 
Dissatisfaction and conflict with parents 
Negative attitudes toward formal authority 
Need for autonomy and early adult status 
InablHty to bind anger and emotional reactions 
Social anxiety and insecurity 
Symptoms of emotronal maladjustment 

; 

I 
t 

~ : , 

! 
I, 
i: 

Subjects and Criterion: The subjects of this study were 111 randomly 
sampled males from the population of 336, Car/tral Valley (Sacramento, Stockton" 
t-lodesto) ~nlty Tr~tment Project yuuths who participated as experimental .. 
cases betl:4een the years 1961 and 1971. Th Is samp 1 e ""4as composed of 37 cas es , { 
from each of three levels of parole adiustmelJ.!. "These were labelled IIsuccesseslll}c .. ; 
"moderates", and IIfall urestI. Thf s tri c.hotomy was developed from a conti nuous,l 
varIable of offense behavior, based upon a 24-month parole fol'owup which took' 
into consideration both the number of parole suspensions received by each case 
and the saved ty-1 eve) of the charges resu 1 t: I"g I n these suspens Ions. 

Statistical Procedure: To accomodate possibly nonllnear and heteroscedastitL 
. I h t t' t' II til, relationships between any Jesness scale and the enter on, t e S a IS IC ~ t· 

was computed separately for successes, moderates, and failures. The interpre- I' 
tatlon of this statistic depends upon neither the linearity nor the I 
homoscedasticityassumption. EVlfln 50, it can be interpreted as a Pearson r. 1< 
with respect to the issue of the proportion of variance--e.g •• of .any Jesness r,l 
scale--accounted for by knowledge of a group's level of parole adjustment: .In H 
this sense the value of any eta is comparable to the usual Pearson coeffiCient.,) 
The Jesnes~ scale-score""l11eans of each crlt.erion group were also compu~ed, and 1 
both etss and means were tested for significance by Monte carlo sampling! 
procedures which are free of restrictive and possibly unrealistic statistica\ ' 
assumptions. 

An observed eta which was exceeded by no more than 10 percent of those 
comprising the Monte Carlo sampling distributIon to which it was referred 
and which had an arithMetic value of at least .40 (c~arable to a Pearson r 
of the same value), was considered to be both statIstically significant and 
of substantial magnitude. Such an eta was regarded as permitting r~latively 
confident d0scrfptlve statements about the criterion group In question. Such 

statements were based, of course, on the mean of the criterion group on the 
variable being analyzed. Criterion group eta's not meeting both these 
standards were interpreted as indications of a lack of homogeneity and as 
not permi tt I ng descripti ve statements about the grt>up, except perhaps statements 
regarding its possibly significant heterogeneity. 

The mean~t in terms of which descriptive statements were made, were 
themselves tested for significance by the same Monte Carlo sampling 
distribution method applied to sample eta's. To be considered "high", a 
mean could not be exceeded by more than 10 percent of the sampling 
distribution means generated. A mean was regarded as IItow" if it was 
among the lower 10 percent of the sampling distribution means •• All means 
not being either significantly low.or high were regarded as "average". Any 
mean which was significantly large or small, but which represented a very 
heterogeneous group (as indicated by an insIgnificant efa) was not regarded 
as justifying confident descriptive statements. Such means were invariably 
the result of a relatively few extremely high or low scores within the groups 
involved and, thus, were not truly representative of these groups. 

Results and Conclusions 

Items comprising each of the eleven psychological scales are shown in 
Appendix B, Results of most interest are presented in Table 13. The seale 
reliability values in the first column of this table represent Horst's 
modification of the Kuder-Richardson formula 20. The second column contains 
the tota'-sample Pearson correlation between each scale and the parole 
adjustment criterion. For each criterion group the value of eta is followed 
by its significance ~evel. the proportion of 240 sampling distribution eta's 
which excead the eta shown. Likewise, the value of the mean for each group 
is followed by the proportion of sampling dlstrlbution means exeeeding it. 
The sIgnifIcance levels were determined from different and Independent 
sampling distributions for each variable. For each scals, the means shown 
can be corr~ared with a total-sample standardized mean of 70. 

Examination of the data of Table 13 in terms of the aforementioned 
standards of significance and size of both eta's and means, shows that many 
of the variables studied relate to the criterion of paroJe adjustment in 
ways which departed from the conditions of linearity and homoscedastfcity. 
Of the five variables studfedwhich by conventional standards showed 
significant relationships with the criterion (Intelligence. delinquent 
loyalty t impuls Iv', ty/i ntractablll ty, dell nquent rations t I zations , and 
need for emancipation from conventional-adult structure and control). n2t 
Qoe QQOformed to tb~ ysuaJJy acceQted correlational model. In the case 
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Similarly, although successes showed on the average least 
evidence of emotional maladjustment, the dispersion of their 
overall distribution was large, indicating the existence 
(within the group) of persons who, at Intake, were quite well 
ad] us ted, as we 11 as persons \'Iho were cons i derab 1 y I eSs well 
adjusted. Thus, although it was found that this dimension 
~·tas quite useful In characterizing the moderately successful 
group. it was irrelevant when applied to successes. 

Successes were even less describable In terms of socia) 
anxl ety and i nsecur1.~, a sca 1 e whi ch represented the extent of one I 5 

corofort wi th others, shynE!ss, soc i a 1 res iIi ency, and 
i nterpersona I confi dence. Thi s sea I e .... /as va 1 uab 1 e, however, 
in relation to the moderate group. 

Parole failures presented a picture which was quite different from that 
of successful cases, but which was definitely not the simple opposite of the 
latter. Four dimensions seem particularly important in describing these 
individuals: 

Cgmmitment to defending and remaining loyal to delinquent associates 
who are in trouble. Such defense may require, and may also be 
perceived as justifying, deception of authorities. 

A strong need for emancipation from adult structure and for early 
attainment of s)m~bols of young adult status. Failures indicated 
that they wanted to be free of the constraints and subordinate 
status which parents and school may impose upon them. However, 
rather than being individualistic they perceived association 
with their "buddies" as the means of meeting their needs for 
emancipation and e.xcltement. They also seemed ready to disregard 
parental demands which appeared inconsistent with their own wishes 
or plans. They felt that they were old enough to be granted 
symbols of young adult status which conventional parents frequently 
try to deny to adOlescents. These Include driving a car, smoking, 
and not having to atten~ school. 

An attitude toward police and formal authorities which is neither 
particularly positive nor negative. Failures did not see police 
as stupid, prying, and unfair. However, they certainly did not 
appear to regard them as benevolent officials in whom they could 
placa considerable trust. It is possible that these youths had 
had rather varied experience with pollce--with negative contacts being 
nearly offset by a few ambivalent positive identifications with 
such s.tereotyped police characterIstics as masculinity, power, 
and courage. 

A ~epr:~~~ed I eve I of performance on a standard i zed. nOn verba I 
~a '.l1!!::.'1J1ce tes t. Fa I J uP-es were more homogeneous I n terms of 
Intel)lg~nce than they were with respect to any of the ebove three 
dlstlnguishfng personal and social attitudes. 

Failures Wf.';j'/i) ~ignificantly heterogeneous in terms of on;y one scale: 

Feelings of conflict and dissatisfaction with parental figures 
were descriptively irrelevant in connection with failures 
Their overall mean scale score was average and the variation 
of the!r score~ extreme. As noted above, this same dimension 
was qUite applicable to Successful cases--individuals who 
t~pic~IJy denied ha~in9 such feelings. Although the inapplicabi }lty 
of t~'s scale to faIlures may appear to be inconsistent with'the 
prevl~usly discussed autonomy struggles which this group . 
experiences, It sh~uld be noted that the items which comprl~e 
the'parental-~onf',ct-and-dissatisfactlon scaie' actually go far 
beyond the issue of res i stance to controJ.!i. Such matters as the 
ease of corrmu~~l·";ation with parents, the emotIonal tenor of the 
home, th~ time ~ncl I~terest which parents devote to the youth. 
and the manner f,n ~hlch parents attempt to exercise control--al1 
seem to be rep.t'(!1santed in this scale. 

Finally. it should be noted that of the seven variables which form the 
basis of the above descriptive picture of successes and fal lures three of 
the most importa~t (pessimism/alienation, dissatisfaction and co~flict with 
pare~ts, ~nd.a~tltude toward police and authority) were nnt among those 
shOWIng s,gnif,cant overall correlations with parole adjustment. 

3. MonitoriQ9 of Treatment Relationshl~: During 1972-1973, the number of cases 
on which treatment and treatment-reievant diagnostic information has been 
collected increased from 25 to 62. Monitoring of CTP cases will continue 
unti 1 the1end of 1973, when the target sample-size of 80 cases wi 1 J have been 
achieved. This mark~i increase in the number of cases studied is primarily 
the result of the use of objective diagnostic and treatment questionnaires 
which require much less interview and response time than does the semi
struc~Dred interview procedure employed prior to the development of these 
questIonnaires. Because th~ items which comprise the questionnaires were 
developed from a careful cc.ntent analysis of the material which had been 
produced by the intervteN method J these two approaches have reference to 
essentially the same ar'eas of ward description and case handl ing. Never
theless, the Interview file!~.~~q, ccmtinues to be used for approximately 40% 
of the cases monitored at {:"'(? since last year's progress report. This 

1 
The sample will be represent~tlv~ of eTP's population with respect to the 
variables of age, race, subtype, and agent-youth matching. 
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continued use of the Interview method wl'l provide qualitative case study 
data which will be essential to th~ ultimate objective of producing written 
accounts of inter9ctlons which exist between case characteristics, on the 
one hand~ and treatment methods, on the other. 

Both Interviews and questlonnafres focus upon major or recurring issues 
and themes In· the agent's treatment-relationship with youths assigned to 
their cas\910ad. The interviews have covered several areas, including: 
early case characteristics and youth-expectations; ongoing treatment issues 
and probl~~; cr.tlcal sequences or signrflcant episodes in the agent-youth 
relationship; characteristIcs of the youth's delinquent behavior, etc. 
CopIes of the dlagnostic and treatment questionnaires are included in this 
report as Appendix A. (See pp. 46 and 50, respectively.) 

4. Further Analyses of the Phase I and Phase II Experiments 11961~1969): 
(1) Costs. What was the average cost of sending a youth through the 
traditional ~rogram, as compared with that of CTP? 

Thb figures shown below relate to 162 CIS and 192>E's--1 .e., all 
Sacramento-Stockton boys who had entered either CTP or the traditional 
program during 1961-1969, and who received either a favorable or an 
unfavorable discharge as of 3-1-73. All reception center (NRCC), 
institution, camp, and parole costs were included. Three separate 
analyses were made, depending upon the year in which each individual· 
had first entered the program (i.e., the experiment): For youths 
who entered during the experiment's early years, or lIearly period", 
1963 prices were used. For those entering during the IImiddle period", 
1966-1967 prices were used. For youths who entered d~ring the later 
years- .. the IIrecent period"--1971-72 prices were used. Incidentally, 
it will be seen that the costs for both programs rose a great deal 
from 196' through 1969. This was mainly due to "normal" increases 
in s~larles and wages, price-of-living, etc. 

lIn connection with the "recent period" the primary question was: Wh.at 
would the program costs look like on the basis of early-1970's prices--
yet in relation to the performance of an actual sample of experimentals and 
controls who had entered the eVA during the later part of the 1961-1969 
effort 7 
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The average eVA career costs per ward were as fo' lows: 1 

Early period: C $ 5,734 E $ 7,180 

Middle period: e 8,679 E 9,911 

Recent peri od: C 14,327 E 14,580 

Thus, in earlier years the traditional program was noticeably less expensive 
than CTP. However, the earlier advantage which was observed for the 
traditional program had largely faded away by the early 1970's. Stated 
directly, the actual C vs. E cost difference per youth amounted to $1 446 
during the early period, $.L232 during the middle period, and $253 du;'lng 
the more recent period. When one looks at the 1971-72 data in relation 
to the duration of the average youth's eVA career, the figure of $253 is 
found to involve a control/experImental difference of $66 per year or 
lSi a day. ' 

The fact that costs Increased more within the traditional program than 
within CTP Is largely related to the greater relative amount of time which 
the cont~ol youths were spending within the eVA's Increasingly expensive-to
operate. Institutions, beginning in the middle and later 1960's. In other 
words, It was mainly a reflection of the amount of institutional time which 
was being accumulated by controls--partlcularly those whose parole had bee~ 
revoke? on one or more occasJons-~as compared with that of experimenta's. 
(Expel-Imentals had been revoked and institutionalized less often than 

1 . 
Basic CVA costs were derived directly from the CVAts Annual Statistical 
Reports (1965-to-present)~ together with its Annual Program Description 
and Budget Report series, prepared for the California State .legislature 
(1967-to-present). The following 'per month per ward'. costs were used: 

Ea r 1 y per i od : 

Middle period: 

Recent period: 

NRCC - $410; Institution + camp - $313; 
regular parole - $26; eTP parole - $134. 

NRCC - $528; institution + camp - $403; 
regular parole - $38; eTP parole - $181. 

NRCC - $799; institution + camp - $617; 
regular parole - $53; eTP parole - $245. 

_.- ---_._--.,-----------, 
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controls, on the average. This was over and apart from the initial period 
of incarceration which was ,experienced by the controls, but not by the 
experlmentals, shortly after the formers' original commitment to the Vouth 
Authority.) , 

In light of price increases which have been experienced since the early 
1970 1

5, it is possible that the average career costs have by now tipped in 
"favor" of the CTP program. Aside from this possibility, one which relates 
to the above figures alone, it should be pointed out that the 1971-72 "per 
ward costs" are a few hundred dollars higher for the traditional program 
than for CTP when capital outlay costs are added to the picture. These 
costs, which were not included in the figures shown above, would relate 
to the construction of new Institutions. In addition, the above figures 
do not take into account the fairly substantial, non-CVA correctional costs 
whlch were accounted for by unfavorable dischargees who had been sent 
directly to a State or Federal prison. In this connection, it will be 
recalled that a greater percentage of controls than experimenta)s had 
received a discharge of this type. 1 

In sum, 'it ap(&ears that current costs for the community program would 
in no event be substantially greater than those for the traditional program. 
To all indications they would, In fact, be a little less. This would be 
very cl ear I f one focused upon the tlNeurot I c" youths a lone, regard 1 ess of 
whether any post-eVA "career costs" were brought Into the picture. However, 
it would not apply in the case of "Power Oriented" youths. 

1The foltowlng might also be noted'. While living within the free 
community, In contrast to living within an institution, many youths 
earn given quantities of money--a portion of which finds its way back 
into the overall social 'kitty'. Along this line, a number of social 
welfare c:csts""~t.,QfteA those whIch are dJrec;too tow0rd the wife 
and/or children of Individuals who are incarcerated--are less likely 
to accrue when the latter individuals are residing within the free 
conmunity. The relevance of this particular point appears to be 
increasing as the mean age of eVA wards continues to rise. The point 
is probably of considerable relevance to adult offender populations, 
as well. 
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(2) Effectiveness. ,To help present the Phase I and II differential effective
ness findings in a succinct yet meaningful way we will: (1) focus upon the 
Sacramento-Stockton area alone; (2) talk about boys only (the main results 
for girls will be mentioned later on); and, (3) refer to three separate 
groups, or "types ll

, of youth. (Of the 1 ,014 Phase I and II e1igibles-~ 
802 boys and 212 glrls--72 percent of the boys and 58 percent of the gIrls 
were from the Sacramento-Stockton area. Other findings suggest that the 
results reported below are generally comparable for San Francisco youths.) 
A few words regarding the three groups of youtns--IIPassive Conformist" 
(Cfm), "Power Oriented" (efc + Mp) and "Neurot!c" ~+ Nx): In ,?ne way 
or another these groups have long been recognized by many practitioners 
and theorl~ts. They are usually referred to by fairly similar names. They 
account for 14 percent J 21 percent, and 53 percent of the 1961-.1969 salllp I e 
of boys, respectively. Thus, taken together. they account for 88 percent 
of all eligible boys. (The remaining 12 percent were made up of: Aa's, 
Ap's, Sets and Ci's--l percent, 4 percent, 2 percent and 5 percent of the 
sample, respectively.) These same groups account for 10 percent, 10, percent 
and 74 percent of the 1969-to-present, all-male CTP sample. Results are as 
follows: 

First for the group which was by far the largest--Neurotics. These 
individuals appeared to perform much better within the intensive eTr 
program than within the traditional p:o~ram. (i.e., instit~tio? + standard 
pa~ole). For example, Criminal Identlf,cat~on and Investlg~t'o~ (eI&I~ 
'rap sheets', which covered each ward's entIre Youth Aut~orlty career,' 1 
showed that the controls were arrested 2.7 times more of:en than experlmenta)s. 
(Offenses of mi'nor severity were excluded.) More specifically, the rates 

l~e will utilize CI&r rap sheet data because of the fact that this type of 
outcome measure--when compared wi th CVA-reported suspens i on dat~-~i s bett;r 
able to hold constant, across E and C programs, the fac!ors of d!f~erentla'
awareness-of-offense behavior ' and 'differential-reportlng-of-offlcl~lly
recorded-offense behavior'. The latter factors evidently play. some role 
in the overall process of differential-decision-maki~9--~.9., Insof~r as 
they rei ate to the type and amount of i n~ormat i on wh I ch I s made a~a I 1.?b 1 e, 
by the CVAagen~, to the eYA Board. As I s known, the Board ha~ tile fl na' 
word when it comes to (a) revocation of parole as vs. restoration of parole, 
(b) favorable discharge, and (c) unfavorable discharge. 

The figures which are given in connection with the Cr&r rap sheets relate 
to a 11 Sacramento-Stockton rna I es who rec~i ved ei ther a fav10rab i e 05" an 
unfavorable dIscharge from the CVA by the close of the 1961:",1969, Phase I 
and II effort or shortly thereafter. (The favorable dls,chargees were the 
same 'ndividu~ls who comprised the sample which (continued to next page) 
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of arrest in connection with each month 'at risk'--i .e., for each month '. 
on parole. In the communltynwere .080 for controls and .030 for experimentals.!; 
(This would be equivalent to 1 arrest per 12.5 months among CiS and 1 per I 
33,3 months among E's.) This amounted to a difference of about 1.4 arrests .. 
per youth, per eVA career. In pract i ca t' terms, th f s wou I d mean 1 ,400 fewer I 

arrests per career, for every 1.000 'Neurotic' youths In the CTP program I 
as compared with an equal number of these youths within the traditional f 
program. I 

I 
When offenses of minor severity were included, the arrest rates ! 

per month .. at-rlsk were .101 for controls (CIS) and .044 for 
experlmentals (E's)--a difference of 130% In favor of the 
'atter. StatistIcally speaking, neither of the C VS, E differences 
whIch have been mentioned could be explained on the basis of 
chance alone. 

Additional findings are as fol1ows'~ On 24-months parole followup the 
recidivism rate was 66 percent for controls and 45 percent for experimentals. 
Within 60 months from the time of their first release to the community 
(ilteraily, their date of Initial parole), 40% of the CiS as vs. 17% of 
the E's had been officially released by the Youth Authority Board from 
the eVA's jurisdiction--on the basts of an unfavorable dlscbarge. 

What happened !ft,er the CVA's Jurisdlctlon had ended, In the case of 
Neurotic youths and young adults who had been given a favorable discharge? 
Within 48 months after having left the Youth Authority, controls chalked 
up an average of 1.88 convictions; the figure for experimentals was 1.58. 
(A somewhat larger C vs. E difference was obtained when one looked at 
arrests, and not simply convictions.) In practical terms, thls would 
amount to a difference of about 300 convictions for every 1,000 experimental 
as well'as control 'favorable-dlschargees', over a four year span of time. 
(The reader may note that this, analysis of .e.ost-C.Y.,8" C1&1 data has been 
completed on larrests' and, also, on the 'convictions' which related to 
those arrests. However, because the earlier-mentioned Rarole (CVA-time), 
CI&1 data was first analyzed during the present year, only the 'arrest' 

1(continued from previous page) was utilized In the Palmer and Herrera 
updating of the 1969 post-discharge analysis: Research staff was 
already in possession of CI&I rap sheets on all such Individuals and, 
therefore, did not have to go through the relatively time-consuming 
process of requesting thls--together with more recent--Information from 
the Department of Justice, in March, 1973. This applied to unfavorable 
dischargees as well. -In all, there were 104 E's and 90 C's.) 

CI&I documents are compi h!d by the State of California, Department of 
JustIce (D.J.). They are based on reports (continued to next page) 
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Information has been looked at thus far, with regard to parole time. 
Judging from the 'post-eVA' findings on arrests as vs. convictions, the 
°paroJe l time results for these same two levels of analysis should be 
very sImilar to one another.) 

The present set of results, which of course apply to the Neurotic 
group alone, are probably of greater relevance today than they were during 
much of the 1961-1969 period. This is because the Neurotic group currently 
appears to make up an even larger proportion (perhaps 70-75%) of tke 
Youth Authority's entire population of males, and of f~nales as well. This 
increase seems to have largely been an Indirect and rather complicated 
by-product of the continually increasing average age of CVA first 
commitments and, of course, recommitments. 

[Power Oriented' youths who participated in the intensive CTP p~ogram 
performed substantially worse than those within the traditional program, 
particularly in connection with fol10wup periods of relatively long 
duration. This was in spite of their better showlQg on a 24-months 
'recldivism index': (1) CI&I rap sheets showed an arrest rate of ,060 
for controls and .071 for experimentals, with regard to each month spent 
within the community. This difference favored the traditional program 
by 18%. (A9ain, offenses of minor severity were excluded, although the 
pfc\'l:ura hardly changed when they were included.) (2) On 24-months parole 
followup, the recidivism rate WE.S 66% for controls and 40% for experimentals. 
(3) Despite the better showing by experimentals on the 24-months recidivism 
index, I t was found that 53% of the cont ro 1 s as vs. 43% of the exper i men ta 1 s 
received a favorable discharge from the~outh Authority within 60 months 
of their first release to parole. Similarly, 15% of the C's as vs. 23% of 
the E's received an unfavn'i~~b~e discharge. (4) Within 48 months after 
being released from the CV':l\~~ j(,lrisdiction, the Power Oriented, control 
'favorable-dischargee~' h.;;cl ;;l~alked up an average of 1.47 convictions; 

l(continued from previous page) which are routinely, and directly, received 
by D.J. from police, probation, and sheriffs' departments throughout 
Callfornla Q As it t~rns out, they frequently Include listings of illegal 
activities which had not been mentioned in the formal suspension reports of 
Youth Authority parole agents who participated in the 1961-1969 effort. (For 
a variety of reasons, omissions of this nature occurred significantly more 
often--43% of the time--relatlve to the traditional program, as compared with 
the CTP program--32% of the time. These figures e.xc.lude listings of "minor 
severity" offenses. Hatched subsamples yielded very similar results.) 
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the fIgure for experimentals was 2.55. {The C vs. E differen~e was even 
larger when one focused upon arrests alone, rather than convictions alone.} 
This was a 73% difference in favor of Power Oriented youths who had 
successfully completed the Youth Authorityls t~adltlonal program. (This 
would amount to a difference of about 1,100 convictions for ~very 1,000 
control as wei! 85 experImental Ifavorable-dlschargees', over a four year 
span of time.) 

On balance, Ip,assive Conformists' who participated in CTP performed some
what better than those In the traditional program, at least while under 
Youth Authority jurisdiction. However, the subsample of experlmentals who 
received a favorable discharg~ from the CYA performed somewhat worse than 
their controls in terms of convictions (but somewhat better in terms of 
arrests), when one looked at the four year period immediately following 
the termination of that jurisdiction: (1) CI&I rap sheets showed an 
arrest rate of .066 for controls and .037 for experlmentals, for each 
month within the community. This difference favored the CTP program by 
78%. (2) On 24-months parole fol10wup, the recidivism rate was 59% for 
controls and 51% for experlmenta1s. (3) 54% of the CiS as vs, 78% of the 
E's received a l favorable discharge from the Youth Authority within 60 
months of their first release to the community. Similarly, 14% of the 
CiS as vs. 6% of the E's received an unfavorable discharge. (4) Within 
48 months after termination of their C1A Jurisdiction, the Passive Conformist, 
control 'favorable-dlschargees', had chalked up an average of 1.44 con
victions; the figure for experimentals was 1.BO. This was a 25% difference 
In favor of the traditional program. However, in terms of post-discharge 
!rr~ts, a 19% difference was observed in favor of CTP.l 

lThfs might be a convenient place to revlew--In the briefest possible manner, 
and in general terms alone--the main results (a) for the four relativ~ly 
rare grou~s of youth, and also (b) for slrl!. 

"(1) Basically, too few cases were present to allow for even tentative 
conclusions regarding the 'asoclalized ag9ressives' {Aals, using I-level 
terminology}. {2} All things considered, the lasoclalized passive l group 
(Ap's) seemed to perform somewhat better within the Intensive CTP program 
than In the traditional Youth Authority program. (3) No substantial E vs. 
C differences were observed tn relation to the Isituational e"~tional 
reaction' group (Sels). Youths of this type appeared to perform consiseently 
well. regardless of which particulat· program they were In. (4) The 
'cultural identifier' group (CI 15) appeared to perform somewhat better in 
the traditional program than in CTP." 

Footnote continued on next page 

What was found with respect to the total group of boys viewed 
collectively? Here, we will refer to all Sacramento-Stockt~n boys, the 
rare type~ InclUded: Based on CI&I rop sheets, the arrest rate was found 
to be .063 ~mong con;rols and .040 among experimenta1s, for each month on 
parole. ,ThiS 63% dl.fe.rence In favor of the intensive; eTP program cannot 
be explained in terms of "chance". (A similar non-chance difference was 
fo~nd when offenses of minor severity were included.) In practical terms, 
thiS would ~mount to at least 750 fewer" arrests per eVA career, for every 
1,000. expertmentals as vs. 1,000 controls. On 24-months parole fol10wup 
exper!mentals performed slgnifrcantly better than controls in terms of .' 
recidivism rate: 44% as vs. 63%. Other results are: 50% of th~ controb 
as V5: 6?% of the experlmen~a1s received a favorabl~ discharge from the 
CVA wlth:n 60 months of their first release to the community. 23% of the 
controls as vs. 16% of the ex.perimentals recGtv\:1ld an unfavorable dischal-ge 
within 60 months. ' . 

It Seems clear from the above that boys who participated in the CTP 
program performed substantially better than those in the traditional 
program at least dud n9 the two-to .. four year t typi ca 1 durat Ion of thei r 
Youth Authority Jurisdiction. 

1 (Footnote continued from previous page) 
"G.I.r!~. On baLance, the toul sample of girls seemed to perform equally 
well in the traditional progr6m and In CTP. We say Ion balance l because 
control gIrls appeared to perform bette," when one focused on certaIn 
measuras of effectiveness only, whereas results of an opposIte nature were 
noted when stIll other measures were used. Even when these indivIduals 
were analyzed separately wIth regard to each of the three major groupings-
Passive Conformist, Power OrIented and Neurotic--no really substantial 
overall E vs. C differences were observed. 11 (It should be noted that ~he 
p.arole performance of girls has not yet been assessed from the perspective 
of CI&I-reported arrests.) 
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What happened 2f~ sOllie of these youths left,the Youth Authori~y? If 
one looks at the subsample of individuals who receIved a favorable dIscharge 
from the eVA control boys were found to have chalked up an average of 1.42 
convictions ~jthin 48 months after they had left the eYA. The figure for 
experlmentals was 1.67. (Focusing on arrests alone, the figures were 1.72 
and 1.94--a difference of 13_.) This 18% difference in favor of the 
traditional program seemed to largely reflect the comparatively good 
performance wh~ch was chalked up by what amounted to a relatively large 
number of P~~er Oriented Individuals among the 'favorable-dlschargee 
control-subsample ' • That is, the Power Oriented individuals contributed 
enough "polntslt to have tipped the post-discharge ba'anc~ In favor of the 
control group when all youths were counted at the same tIme and when the 
performance of the Power Oriented youths was weighted according to the 
number of such individuals who were present in this subsample of favorable 
dischargees. 1 (As seen earlier, Neurotic experimental boys, taken by 
themselves performed better than their controls p after having left the 
eVA on the' basis of a favorable discharge: However, very much the opposite 
was found in the case of Power Oriented experimentaJs.) 

post-eVA followup analyses have not been completed for individu~ls who 
received an unfavorable discharge. This is mostly because 50% of thIS 
particular subsample were sent directly to prison upon receipt of their 
eVA discharge. 

11.e., the sub-sample of control favorable-discharge7s contain~d a relatively 
large number of Power Oriented youths as compared wIth Neurotl~ youths. The 
'shortage' of control Neurotics within this SUb-sample was a dIrect result 
of the high percentage of these youths who had either received an unfavorable 
discharge or else were still somewhere within the CVA system itself 

(institutionalized or else on parole), at the time of data cutoff. -~s 
indicated, Power Oriented experimentals performed much worse t?an theIr 
controls, on 48-months post-discharge f?llowup. At the same tIme, they 
performed worse than the Neurotic experlmentals. 
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All in all, the above findings would appear to suggest that the 
1961-1969 erp approach represents a meaningful and effectiVe alternative 
to institutionalization1--particularly, though not exclusively, with 
reference to the period of eVA jurisdiction. This would appear to apply 
IrrespectIve of whether one focused upon illegal behavior per se or upon 
other indices of effectiveness. Moreover, the above would be independent 
of whether eTP either did or did no~ contain more by way of 'humanitarian 
features I than the regular program. It would also be independent of the 
question of whether--other things being roughly equaJ--a program which did 
have 'morel such features either should or should not be given priority
over one which might seem to possess l~~~ by way of the given features. 

Regardless of the advantages which the community-based program might 
seem to have relative to the 'sample as a whole ' , It would stili' be ~ell to 
stress the advantages of focusing In on the differential effectiveness 
dimension, or analyses. Here. one Is much better able to control for the 
vagaries of relative subtype representation with reference to any particular 
sample. (Cf. the 'weightlng' problem which was observed when all SUbtypes 
were 'Jumped together'. in connection with the post-discharge analysis of 
favorable dischargees.) The differential effectiveness analyses make it 
possible to better pin··point the areas of CTP's effectlvene~'" .-:<~t1 relative 
ineffectiveness. As indicated, the 1961-1969 approach did a~i'r!~"';t '':0 be 
relatively effective \!Jith 'Neurotfcs l (and, to a lesser degree, !;".dsslve 
Conformists'). On the other hand it was rather ineffective with IPower 
Oriented' youths. This set of findings does hold up subseql!ent to the 
termination of the CY/\I S jurisdiction. 

1 

2 

The earlier-mentioned cost figures are also of relevance to the question 
of 'meaningfulness',at least from a practical point of view. 

The former's actual, and/or alleged, temporary detention practices notwith
standing. 
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Appendix A 

Diagnostic And Treatment QuestIonnaIres Used In MonitorIng 

I. 
10 
-C 

I. U .. 
1\1 10 ..c .... ..c' 
u .c u 

O'l .... .- "8 Cl -0 VI x: 

+.~ - + 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

B. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

lB. 

19. 

20. 

Diagnostic Questionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

51 ightly Characteristic 

+ Moderately Characteristic 

~~ Definitely Characteristic 

Manipulates or "cons" to gain control. power. or to "outsmart" others. 

Takes it very seriously if the least I ittle thing goes wrong. 

Seeks friendly contact with others. 

Sticks to old ways of doing things; hates to make changes. 

Has strong dependency needs. 

Is extrapunltive, other-blamIng, externalizing. 

Wants to be an achiever, to make or accompl ish things for himself. 

Feels that no one can tell him what to do; that no one can control hIm. 

Is socially perceptive of a wIde range of interpersonal cues. 

Confident that he can do certain things rather well; that he Is 
generally competent or effectIve. 

Has fears of what he believes to be the power and malevolence of 
adults (e.g., fears he will be "annihIlated" or in some vague way 
destroyed by adults). 

Has Insight into own feelings, strengths, limitations, behavior, etc. 

Is dependable, responsible. 

Tends to withdraw and isolate himself from others. 

Feels consciously dissatisfIed wIth self; feels he Is not who or what 
he should be. 

Hakes cruel, spIteful or critical remarks to other youngsters. 

is comfortable wIth the label of "del inquent" (or equivalent). 

Is a follower; susceptIble to peer pressures. 

Tends to be depressed, pessimistic, "on a downer". 

Has contempt for adults. 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

2B. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

3B. 

Appendfx A, Continued 

Jefinitely Unchar~cteri5tic 

SI fghtly Characteristic 

Moderately Characteristic 

~+ Definitely Characteristic 

Diagnostic Questionnaire 

Has a self-concept which is relatively focused and differentiated 
(regardless of whether it's positive or negative, healthy or 
unhealthy) • 

Frequently lets other youngsters boss him around. 

EasIly feels shattered, put down, hurt, rejected. 

Is a poor loser. 

Often acts low or tired; seems to "drag" through the day. 

Has hosti II ty toward others. (overt) 

AntIcIpates lack of carIng, concern, Interest by adult$. 

Tends to feel guIlty. 

TrIes to have his own way wIthout much consIderation for the 
rIghts or feelings of others. 

Bites his nails, chews pencIls, makes tapping noises or has 
other nervous habits. 

Responds to frustration or disappointment with sulkIng or pouting. 

Lets other youngsters get away wIth putting him In a bad lIght, 
or wIth blamIng thIngs on him. 

Can deal on relatively abstract level of reasoning; can make 
meaningful inferences and deductions from mInimal input. 

Is socialized; has internalized many adult-role values (these may 
or may not be Internally consIstent or consistently appl led). 

Argues or won't accept a "no", when he Is told not to do something. 

Regards self as socIally inadequate, inept, or unacceptable. 

Is basically anxious. worried, or tense. 

Spirits seem "low", even when other youngsters around him are 
happy or having a good time, 
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39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

Appendix At Continued 

Diagnostic Questionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

51 ightly Characteristic 

+ Hoderately Characteristic 

++ Definitely Characteristic 

Relationships with adults characterized by active conflIct, 
strife, animosity (on youthls part, at least). 

HesItate .. or is afraId to try new things. 

Sees the world as a "dOg-eat-dog", malevolent place. 

Seems to expect that others will take advantage of him or 
treat him unfairly. 

Is childishly hedonistic; cannot tolerate reasonable frustration 
and delay of gratification. 

Can playa variety of roles with people; can adapt hImself to 
IndivIdual differences among people. 

Is dependent upon Il few "formulas" and relat ively rigId, 5te reotyp ic 
"rules" to help hIm understand the behavIor of others (the system 
of rules and formulas may be somewhat complex). 
Has a temper; Is explosIve. 

Tries to Impress others (get their approval) by actIng In ways he 
feels they value (e.g., beIng Intellectual, hlp, tough). 
Often bosses other youngsters arOund. 

OOesnlt seem to get very excited or glad when special events come 
up (e.g., II chance to go on trips, to see !peclal events, to 
participate In seasonal parties or festivities). 

Talks freely about hlmself--abc.'.lt what he has done, how he feels, etc. 

Expresses adult '(or nelirly adult) level gOlJls and aspirations for 
h Is future. 

Can take teasing (e.9 •• "chop sess lonsll) In stride. 

Is passive, unassertive. 

Is suspIcious of others l motives and IntentIons; basically distrustful. 

Is selfishly assertiVe. 

Engages In childish horseplay or sIlliness to gain the attention 
of othe rs. 
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57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

Appendix A. Continued 

Diagnostic Questionnaire 

~tlclpates rejection by adults. 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

Slightly Characteristic 

+ Moderately Characteristic 

++ Definitely Characteristic 

PIcks on or threatens other youngsters. 

Tells exaggerated stories about his skills, abll itles, or 
achlev~~nts to impress others. 

Is angry, resentful, stirred up. 

Ignores) his true fe~lfngs Hides (e.g., suppresses, repres~e5, 
and personal troubles from others. 

Is thin-skinned: hlJrt or wounded by anything that can be con!:ltrued 
as criticIsm or Interpersonal rebuff. 

Acts on the spur of the moment without thinking things over. 

Presents a IIfront ll of super-adequacy or super-autonomy. (e.g •• 
denies need, self-doubt, liS oft " feelings, etc.). 

Gets angry quIckly when others do not agree with hIs oplnlonQlr 
accept what hels s5ylng. 

Tends to test limits; sees what he can get away wIth. 

Denies the Influence of various emotional factors on his behavior. 

Rejects relationships with adults; wants little to do with them. 

Is sleepy-looking: rarely looks alert. 

Lacks resiliency or ego-strength: tends to stay d~n when he 
feels hurt or rejected. 

Remains .angry for a long time after 8 little quarrel. 
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Appendix A. Continued 

Treatment Questionnaire 

Oeflnltely Uncharacteristic 

51 ightly Characterl~tlc 

+ Moderately Characteristic 

++ DefinItely Characteristic 

Discuss with tne youth your treatment ral"'~'1Ie, f>lan~, and goals. 

Cilpltalize on inte~nal pressures (e.q., anxiety, guilt) as stimuli 
for motivatlnq the youth for treatment. 

Show the youth that It Is all right to direct reasonable emotion 
and anger at their true source (rather than displacing, suppressing,etc' 

Olscuss wIth 'the youth particular ways in which his unIque needs and 
response style can manifest themselves in his Interpersonal relation
ships. 

[nvolve the youth as an equal in case decisIons. 

At the outset of tres'tment, let the youth know that lilt's time" to 
start gettIng to work on various problems (whether they're practical 
or personal problems Isn't Important here). 

Repeat and reIterate any expectations you have of the youth so that 
he will be less likely to forget them as soon as you're gone. 

Minimize social or personal distance between yourself and the youth. 

Make sure you understand the main or major emotional or neurotic 
diffIcultIes which the youth experiences. 

Talk wIth the youth about yourself and your feelings In order to 
let him know you on ,a fairly personal level. 

In confrontatIons with the youth. be wi II ing to yell at him, "tell 
hIm off", and be verbally harsh (though not unnecessarily abusive). 

Help the youth become aware of the ways in which the personal 
problems of parental figures can Interact or have interactad with 
his own development. 

Olscuss thoroughly with the youth any ch~llenges and objections he 
has to your decls Ions wlik regard to the handling of hIs case. 

GIVe the youth a relatively specific set of terms or conditions 
which he must ~eet or I Iv~ up to while on your caseload. 
(There need not be a great many of these conditions.) 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

Appendix A, Continued 

Treatment Que~~..lsl!.!.n,,~ 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

~J ightly CharacteristIc 

+ horlerately Characteristic 

H Def in i te I y Cha rac te r i 5 tic 

Expose the you th to adu I t ",ode I 5 whom he cannot perce I ve or rega rd 
as unmanly, weak, impotent, etc. 

Allow the youth to signifIcantly determine the extent of your 
Involvement in his life. 

At the outset of treatment, allow the youth considerable time and 
freedom to just "look around" and determine what he might and 
mIght not want and expect from CTP. 

Invite the youth to your h~e much as you would a friend. 

Let the youth know that he must lJIeet you "half-way" In the sense of 
cOfl1l1lttlng hImself to treatm.ent \showlng r~asonable willingnes~ to 
work on whatever rnaln goals have been established for hIs case). 

Help the.youth verbalize and more. adequately express his feelings 
and emotional reactions to others. 

Encourage. the youth to more &t:tively care about what happens to him. 

Make sure that you and the youth are In frequent contact. 

Emphasize to the youth the Importance of elf,pressing his inner feel ings 
directly to those whom they Involve (parents, peers, yourself, etc.) 

Try to get the youth to be more evaluative and responsive to 
his social world. 

Capitalize on distress or anxiety In the youth as a stimulus for change. 

Try to prevent the youth from thinking that he ~an predict your 
responses to his behavior on the basis of sImple formulas. 

Help the youth feel that you do not see him as someone who Is 
"sick", ''weird''. or undesirable. 

T~y to get the youth to start "thinking twice" before actIng. 

Avoid exposing the youth to sophisticated. aggressive, or 
manipUlative delinquents. 
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30. 

31. 

32. 

\ 33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

, 
44. 

Appendix A, Continued 

Treatment Questionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

51 ightly Characteristic 

+ Moderately Characteristic 

++ Definitely Characteristic 

Show the youth that many adults are worthy of fds respect. 

Make the youth responsible for failure to follow through On his 
agreements with you by taking privileges or freedom from him. 
(Others may be Involved In the agreements. to.o.) 

Provide support to those I iving with and responsible for helping 
to control the youth's behavior. 

Help the youth under~tand some of the original sources of his 
present self-image. 

Kaintain a regular schedule of fre~uent contact with the youth. 

Demonstrate tq the youth that you are capable of understanding 
very personal feel ings and needs which he has. 

Expose the youth to supportive, nonthreatening social situations. 

Actively h~lp the youth find and secure job opportunities. 

Intentionally relate to this youth in ways which wil I not readily 
fit into his usual manner of perceiving and interpreting others. 

Gain the youth's confidence In you as a therapeutic treater. 

Be willing to 'tell off' the youth when you feel he needs it. 

Increase the youth's awarene~s of how factors such as guilt or 
feel ings of inadequacy can be a destructive force in his 1 ife. 

Emphasize to the youth that you e~pect him to relate to you on a 
qu I te persona I bas is. 

Work primarily with performance (e.g., school, employment, living 
arrangements) rather than with emotions and psychological factors. 

Keep "on top" of the youth; don't accept any shining on; let hIm 
know that you're usually around and Interested In what he's doing. 
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Appendix A, Continued 

lreatment Questionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

Slightly Characteristic 

+ Mode rate I y Character is tic 

++ Definitely Characteristic 

45. Try to instill in the youth certal'n b~~I'c . I I t 
standards. U SOCia va ues and 

46. Give the youth warm, frIendly phYSical COntact. 

47. 
Encourage the youth to participate in activities Such as 
fishing, baseball, or group field trips. 

48. 
Make Sure the youth Sees you as the main Source of 
whom h~ must deal when making deciSions and pians. 

49. 

50, 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

'55. 

SS. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

Try to get the YOUth to begin asking questions (at 
regarding Inner Sources of his behavior. 

power wi th 

least of himself) 

EXPOse the youth to probable success experiences (even though 
they may represent menial challenges). 

Develop what may approach a professional counsel ing or therapy 
relationship with the youth. 

AilOR the youth to f1I{Ike nearly all his own decisions largely without your particIpation. 

expose the youth to adequate males who are not impressed or 
taken in by "tough" 01' "delinquent" mannerisms. 

Maintain an element of unpredictabil ity regarding how you will 
react to the youth under particular circumstances. 

Expose the youth to situations in which he can ''win''. 

Serve the youth as a Source for catharsis listening.to expressions 
of pent up needs>' emot Ions, or fears. ' 

Gain the youth's confidence as someone skilled 
interpersonal problems. in 'understanding 

Get the youth to see his parents in a real istic I ight--their 
strength, weaknesses, and individual personalities. 

Talk with the youth about how he and you are relating to one 
another--about the nature and qual ities of the relationship between you. 
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60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

--
72, 

73. 

74. 

AppendIx A, ContInued 

Treatment Guestionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

SI ightly Characteristic 

+ Hoderately Characteristic 

~+ Definitely Characteristic 

Explain to the youth specific ways in ~hlch other youngsters may 
set him up to meet their OWn needs at the expense of his. 

Increase the youth's understanding of the role he has played in his 
family and the particular ways in which this might have influenced 
h is II fe. 

~ake sure the youth gets ego-bolstering recognition from others 
(even if only for menial successes or accomplishments). 
Let the youth know that your support of him Is largely contingent 
upon hi$ making a re~ponslble commItment to treatment objectlvss 
end goals. . 

Make sure the youth understands that discipl ine of him by you Is 
not to be Interpreted as a sign of personal rejection. 

Allow the youth to be childish and Immature (including childish 
depende~cy) • 

Try to get the youth to be! more reactive to the events in his life, 
to take a more active stance In determining what happens to him. 

Behave in a definitely masculine manner in the presence of the youth. 

Serve as a counterforce to the negative effects of peer Influence 
on the youth. 

Emphasize to the youth that hIs being controlled by you Is not the 
same as beIng emasculated by you, 

Try to extInguish value to the youth of a delinquent self-image. 

Discuss the issue of the price of loyalty tO,or "going along with", 
peers in various circumstances. 

Tcach the youth specific alternative ways of "avoiding trouble" (e.g., 
fIghts, narcotics, etc.) under varIous clrcomstances. 

Be verbally forceful, even harsh, when having to confront the youth. 

Teach the youth more mature ways of Influencing others. 
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75. 

76. 

77. 

7B, 

79. 

BO. 

BI. 

82. 

8'L 

84. 

85. 

B6. 

B7. 

aa. 

B9. 

Appelild" A, Cont i nued 

Treatment Questionnaire 

Definitely Uncharacteristic 

5l ightly Characteristic 

+ Moderately Characteristic 

++ Definitely Characteristic 

Allow the youth to pretty much run his I ife by hlmsel f. 

Relate to the youth In an interpersonally warm or affectionate 
manner. 

Speak to the youth in very concrete terms, avoiding abstractions. 

Try to convince the youth that controls, by you, reflect 
real concern for his well being. 

~ 

Instruct the youth on b,ssic "do's" and "dont's" as though he were 
a chi Id. 

Make only minimal demands and expectations of the youth. 

Use review of past lIfe and social history events to help the youth 
better understand his oWn conduct and feel ings. 

Show the youth that there are many adults whom he can trust and 
look up to. 

Help the youth feel that you accept and care for him as an IndIvIdual-
for his own'uniqueness, and independently of particular problems 
and behavior. 

Help the youth change some of his beliefs regardIng what and who 
he "shou I d" be or "ough t" to be. 

Try to convInce the youth that you represent more than "the man", or 
more than an ext~nslon of the establishment. 

Involve the youth In group recreational activities. 

Help the youth feel that his personal happiness Is quite important 
to you. 

Avoid exposing the youth to harsh, direct personal encounter 
group 5 i tua t Ions', 

Encourage the youth to begin actively thinking about the nature o~ 
and changes in, the relationship between you and him. 
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90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

AppendIx A, Continued 

Treatment Questionnaire 

"'crir:i lely Und'Jr.)cterir,t;c 

Sl i'llcr Ii' Chilr,~ctp.ri5tic 

.1- Hor1c rc! tc 1 'I eh .. ) ra (' ~c r i r tic 

Teach the youth how to handle specific difficulties which he may 
experience when he's on his own and you're not available to him. 

Teech the youth how to cope with delay of gratification of 
his needs and wants. 

Involve the youth in activities and interests which show promise of 
reinforcing a nondelinquent concept of ~elf. 

Use your relationship with the youth to illustrate (to the youth) 
themes and problems In the w~y he relates to others. 

Review with the youth how he is golr'g to handle difficult 
sItuations (e.g., temptations, pressures, etc.) which may 
arise when you're not around. 

Increase the extent to which the youth is able to accept himself 
Just lIS he Is. 

Give feedback and clarification to the youth about t~e personal 
reactions of others to him. 

Express to the youth positive affection you feel for him. 

Discuss and review the progress of treatment with the youth. 

Encourage the youth to perceive, ~ppreclate, and respond 
appropriately to more Individual differences among other 
personalities. 

/'lake sure that the youth does not succeed wi th "power plays", 
Intimidation tactics, or manipulation efforts In your relationship 
with him. 

Help the you~h feel that you really do care about him In more than 
a formal, "It's-my-Job" fashion. 

Suggest to the youth alternatives to conforming behavior on his part 
when he Is confronted with peer-pressure sItuations. 

Teach the youth how to take care of himself and how to meet 
his needs on a practical basis. 
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Treatment Questionnaire 

!'"rint tely UnC;'i'r:lrtcristir 

~li9rtly Charancrhtic 

HDd~ratcly CrarGcrcriotic 

+" I)~fini tely Ch()ru"tcri<;tic 

Help the youth resolve doubts about his basic adequacy and 
worthiness. 

Encourage the youth to at least consider new ways of perceiving 
and Interpreting the behavior of others (Including their motives 
and needs for behaving as they do). 

Avoid using adult-level concepts, abstractions, or explanations 
when talking to the you,th. 



Appendix B 

Scales and Component Items, Derived from the Jesness Inventory 

1. Pessimism and alienation 

2. 

I hardly ever get a fair break. 

When things go wron~. ther~ Is~'~ much you can do about It. 

When you're in trouble, nobody much cares to help you. 

The people who run things are usually against me. 

When luck is against you; there i'sn,'t m.uch you can do about it. 

People hardly .~v~.r gi.~e ,l!Je,a,!~~~.r,chan~e. 

~,~,~;, '." ,_~ ,": ~~,~, :',>:~"':'''t ·t~·~'f <;- '!~··!-1 '7'.<-~ . 

DeHnguently-oriented Impulsiveness ai'ld intractabi Hty 
\ , " -'<' '. ,), ~ 'f-: ",":- ' ~, 

Sometimes I feel like I want to beat up on somebody. 

When somebody orders me to do something I usually feel 1 i ke 
doing just the opposite. 

Sometimes it's fun to steal something. 

I get a kick out of getting some people angry and all shook up. 

It's fun to get the police to chase you. 

At night when I have nothing to do I like to go out and find a 
little excitement. 

Sometimes it seems like I'd rather get into trouble, instead of 
trying to stay away from It. 

3. Delinquent loyalty and protectiveness 

If someone in your family gets tnto trouble itls better for you 
to stick together than to teli the pollee. 

If a bunch of you are In trouble, you should stick together on 
a story. 

I don't mind lying if I'm In trouble. 

Append I x S, Con t I nued 

4. Delinquent ratlona!izatlons 

Nowadays they make it a big crime to get into a little mischief. 

If somebody does somethlng mean to me, I try to get back at them. 

It doesn't seem wrong to steal from crooked store owners. 

Stealing isn't so bad If it's from a rich person. 

A person like me fights first and asks questions later. 

Only a baby cries when he is hurt. 

Winning a fight is about the best fun there is. 

Bei ng ca 11 ed a sissy 1 s about the wars t th i ng I know. 

I would never back down fr?m a fight. 

A boy who won!t fight is just nO good. 

To get along all right nowadays, a person has to be pretty tough. 

The only way to rea1ly settle anything is to fIght It out. 

6. Dissatisfaction and conflict with parents 

(-) 

(-) 

My father is too busy to worry much about me, or spend much time 
wrth me. 

Most parents seem to be too strict. 

You can hardly ever believe what parents tell you. 

A lot of times I do things that my folks tell me I shouldn't 

lt Is hard for me to talk to my parents about my troubles. 

Parents are always nagging and picking on young people. 

At home I am punIshed too much for thIngs I don't do. 

My life at home is always happy. 

do. 

Talking with my parents is just as easy as talking wl1th others my own age. 
\ 

My parents seem to think I might ena up being a bum. 

Families argue too much. 
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7. Negative attitudes toward formal authority 

(-) Most poltce will try to help you. 

If the police don't like you, they will try to get you for anything. 

Most police are pretty dumb. 

Police stick their noses into a lot of things that are none of their 
business. 

Police usually treat you dirty. 

Policemen and judges will tell you one thing and do another. 

8. Need for autonomy and early adult status 

I always like to hang around with the same bunch of friends. 

Sometimes I wish I could quit school. 

It's hard to have fun unless you're with your buddies. 

If I could, l'd just as ~oon quit school right now. 

I think that someone who Is fourteen years old Is old enough to smoke. 

Most parents seem to be too strict. 

A lot of times I do things that my folks tell me I shouldn't do. 

If I could only have a car at home, things would be all right. 

At nIght when I have nothing to do I like to go out and find a 
little excitement. 

Sometimes I don't like school. 

Sometimes when my folks tell me not to do something, I go ahead 
and do it anyway. 

(-) I like to read and study. 

9. Inability to bind anger and emotional reaction 

Wh0n I really ge~ mad, I'll do.J~st about anything. 

I seem to "blow up" a lot over little things that really don't 
IMltter very much. 

-60'" 
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9. ~abJJfty to bind anger and emotional reaction (continued) 

I have a real mean streak in me. 

(-) ! don't mind it v/hen 1'm teased and made fun of .. 

I can't seem to take much kidding or teasing. 

(-) I never get mad at anybody. 

It seems easier for me to act bad than to show my good feel i ngs. 

At times I feel , i ke b I 0'11 i ng up over little things. 

I get angry very quickly. 

10. Social anxiety and insecurity 

My feelings get hurt easily when I am scolded or criticized. 
~ 

I worry about what other peop I e th I nk of me. 

I get nervous when I ask someone to do me a favor. 

I notice my heart beats very fast when people keep asking me questions. 

(-) It is easy for me to talk to strangers. 

It makes me feel bad to be bawled out or criticized. 

I wish I wasn't so shy and bashful. 

Having to talk in front of the class makes me afraid. 

11. Symptoms of emotional maladiustment 

I have very strange and funny thoughts in my mind. 

I am secretly afraid of a lot of things. 

A lot of strange things happen to me. 

Sometimes I feel dizzy for no reason. 

I can't seem to keep my mind on anything. 

I often feel lonesome and sad. 

I 
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Symptoms of emotional maladiustment (continued) 

Other people are happier than ram. 

When 11m alone I hear strange things. 

I have a lot of headaches. 

I have a lot of bad th i ngs on my mi nd that peop I e dor, I t know about. 
I sit and daydream more than I should. 

Nobody seems to understand me or how I feel. 

I worry most of the time. 

My mind is full of bad thoughts. 

r have too much trouble making up my mind. 
r get tired easily. 

I feellalone even when there are other people around me. 

r often have trouble getting my breath. 
I am nervous. 

Things don't seem real to me. 

r think there is something wrong with my mind. 
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